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America’s great cities are melting pots of diversity. They are 

filled with unlimited potential to leverage their mix of cultures 

and creative energy into astonishing opportunities for solving 

community problems and improving the overall quality of life. 

Fortunately, there is an organization that has found a way to tap 

that potential and use it for the common good.

An Investment in Our Community 

Socioeconomic inequity, racial tension, political gridlock and 
other daunting challenges trouble many major modern cities today. 
Fortunately Houston’s leaders have the American Leadership Forum to 
collaboratively envision effective solutions. 

HOUSTON’S PREMIERE LEADERSHIP ORGANIZATION AMERICAN LEADERSHIP FORUM, HOUSTON/GULF COAST CHAPTER

The American Leadership Forum (ALF) operates on the principle that when 

individuals suspend judgment and allow themselves to truly hear meaning and 

context from others without the interference of cultural and ideological filters, 

the opportunity 
to solve difficult problems is suddenly 
unlocked to better serve the common good.

In order to help the American Leadership Forum remain accessible to all Houston leaders, 

including those with limited financial resources, the nonprofit organization relies on the 

generosity of participants and the groups they represent as well as organizations and 

individuals who truly care about creating and living in a healthy, thriving, diverse community. 

This support is essential to the American Leadership Forum’s ability to deliver innovative 

training that stimulates the growth of Houston’s leaders. Please join ALF today by investing in 

this proven vision for the future. 

For more information visit ALF’s website,  
www.alfhouston.org, or call us at 713-807-1253.
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Class Experience
Each class experience begins with an intensive and self-searching retreat that builds bridges, 

develops a deep sense of trust and respect, and tears down traditional barriers among 

participants. Curriculum includes in-depth exploration of transformational dialogue, disruptive 

innovation, the art of powerful questions, and leadership as convening. Each group also shares an 

unforgettable wilderness experience in a remote mountain setting where both self-reliance and 

trust in others are developed. 

Upon graduation, Senior Fellows serve as committed catalysts in their communities, bringing 

stakeholders from all walks of life together to address urgent public concerns. In ALF Founder 

Joseph Jaworski’s words, Senior Fellows are able to “break the gridlock and get things done”. 

The result is a lifelong fellowship of highly connected leaders who 
strengthen and broaden the social fabric of the community. 

ALF collaborations have enhanced Houston’s community in countless ways and have been 

instrumental in the creation of such programs as:

• The Harris County Public Defender’s Office, which each year represents thousands of indigent 

persons charged in misdemeanor, felony, and juvenile courts.

• Harris Health System Financial Assistance (Gold Card), a Texas public health benefit that 

provides subsidized medical care for qualifying low-income Harris County residents.

• Brighter Bites, a program that aims to impact eating behavior among predominantly low-

income families, ultimately helping to curb the childhood obesity epidemic. 

It’s no coincidence that Houston’s growing recognition as one of 

America’s great multicultural cities parallels the growth of the 

American Leadership Forum. For three decades ALF has worked 

very intentionally to bring together a mix of diverse leaders 

from virtually every sector of the Houston community — not to 

debate, but to co-create new possibilities. Characterized by a 

strong belief in the human capacity for collective intelligence, 

the ALF program focuses on the principles of a different kind of 

leadership to… 

empower Fellows to envision effective 
solutions and take coordinated action to 
address the community’s pressing issues.

ALF offers a yearlong Fellows Program designed for participants to engage in 

dialogue, learn to value their differences and unique perspectives, find common 

ground, and build lasting relationships, elements which all contribute to a 

cooperative spirit and invigorated commitment to community. Some classes 

reflect the entire community while others focus on sectors including education, 

health care, community development, and criminal justice. Ongoing programs, 

dialogues and retreats keep Senior Fellows engaged and connected. 

Who are ALF Fellows?
Fellows are selected to reflect all segments of the community including corporations, 

government, media, education, criminal justice, medicine, nonprofits, philanthropy and 

religion. Through ALF’s rigorous process, Fellows are selected based on: 

• Demonstrated outstanding leadership and potential for growth

• Integrity

• Professional stature 

• Commitment to the community beyond their profession 

• Willingness to learn, to challenge assumptions, and to increase understanding and 

awareness of others

Founded in Houston in 1980, ALF has a presence as well in other cities. Today’s ALF corps of 

Senior Fellows exceeds 1,000 individuals in Houston and more than 3,500 nationwide. Each 

magnifies and spreads their ALF experience and leadership skills through the organizations they 

serve both professionally and as volunteers, as well as through their personal, professional and 

civic relationships. 

Great things are happening in ALF communities. ALF’s commitment 
to developing and nurturing principled servant-leaders is creating 
the great cities of today and preparing them for the future.

ALF Founder, Joseph Jaworski
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